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INTRODUCTION
Astrology reveals the effect of the planets, stars and orbital objects on life on earth. Most of us are familiar
with the form of astrology that reveals human fate and foibles, but what of other life on earth?  Since time
immemorial astrologers have also been predicting big world events via the stars but can the same principles
also be applied to the smaller, but nevertheless vital creatures that live on our earth? The answer is, of course,
yes! Animals and birds, and in particular domesticated animals and birds or pets, play an important role in
many peoples lives. Understanding a little about your pets  personalities can help you as owners (although
some would argue that their pets own them) become better able to nurture your pets. The purpose of this
report is to help you, in a general manner, gain some insights into the nature of your pet. Much is written and
screened about the sacrifices made by the animal kingdom. This is a fun, and yet somewhat serious method of
helping us to redress the balance. Arguably cats and dogs are the most common pets in most modern-day
households. They certainly get the most attention. You have only to think of animals and famous television
and film dogs such as Lassie, Benji and Rin Tin Tin spring to mind.  Equally cats feature largely on the silver
screen (and in fact have an entire Andrew Lloyd Webber musical dedicated to them). Nevertheless there is a
wide range of other animals who also dominate the pet world  horses, rabbits, ferrets, hamsters, mice, pigs,
guinea pigs, fish, birds, and even snakes to name a few. They all have their unique way of helping us to be
better people, principally because they bypass our minds and tough exteriors and appeal directly to our heart
strings. Therefore these principles can be applied to most pets. Those of you who have formed a close bond
with your beloved pet will know that they have unique personalities whether they are little or big critters.
Ideally each of you would have recorded the exact time, place and date of your pets birth. This would provide
the most accurate of records. However, it is more likely that you know at best the date and place of birth, or
perhaps at a stretch the closest day. As such this report has been based mainly on Sun Sign astrology. This is
not the most accurate form of astrology but does provide a good starting point and some key tips. If you
would like to know more then you may be interested in consulting a professional astrologer.
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PERSONALITY
The Sun is in Gemini
Gemini children are often referred to as little monkeys  and rightly so as they are inquisitive, intelligent and
dexterous. They remain much the same throughout their lives, so proving that all Geminis are much the same
and pets are no exception. Whether your pet is a tiny mouse or a large cumbersome creature you will note his
unbounding energy and insatiable curiosity. This is the cat that climbs the curtains inside the house and
rapidly disappears over the fence when let out. Your dog is forever sniffing around for new adventures and
chases its tail if bored. Your rabbit is likely to be a Houdini escaping his enclosure no sooner than you turn
away. You get the picture. You need to provide company and stimulation for your Gemini pet or suffer the
consequences of his boredom. Like the monkey your Gemini pet is also likely to be chatty.  If you are
looking for a talking bird then look for one born under the Zodiac Sign of Gemini and you will be delighted
with the communicative results. However, if you are seeking a cat or a dog that is quieter then try to avoid the
mewing, barking Geminis. Your animal can make a lot of noise and like Dr Doolittle you may want to talk to
the animals  too.  Donald is personality plus, a real live wire! Begin training at a young age otherwise chaos
may rule your household.  A young Gemini pet learns quickly and enjoys the lessons, quickly moving on. For
this reason they can be adept show animals, particularly in shows that require a show of skills rather than
simply good looks.  Any breed of racing dog or horse has a real head start if an Aries or Gemini. They are
built for speed.

Sun is Conjunct Uranus
You thought you knew a little bit about animals and perhaps even about astrology and that you had chosen a
quiet pet, a quiet breed or a calm member of the litter. Well in this case you were wrong. Donald was born
under the influence of the eccentric planet Uranus. The only thing predictable about Donald is that he is
unpredictable! Positively speaking this can mean that Donald is a delightful, one of a kind type of animal.
Your canine is a stand-out individual, charming his companions, human and animal. Your feline pet is like no
other, his quirks providing hours of entertainment. If your Donald is a talking bird then you are never able to
predict what he will say next. No matter what species, your Donald does not conform to the norm. As long as
Donald has a good nature then all is well. Problems may only arise if he is a bit cranky. In this case you need
to be wary of unpredictable outbursts of cranky behavior. If these occur then they should be deftly dealt with.
You want to teach your independent pet good manners. Healthy stimulus also provides an outlet for your
intelligent pet to express himself in a carefree and productive manner.
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LIFESTYLE
The Sun is in Gemini
The most important thing to remember when providing a suitable lifestyle for your Gemini pet is that
stimulation is a key factor. No Gemini, whether animal or human, likes to be bored. Hence it is important that
you ensure that your Gemini pet has plenty of activity. If you are able then you should take Donald with you
when you leave your home. If not then ensure that a variety of toys are left for him to enjoy in your absence.
Communication is also important. If Donald is a bird then you may like to let him fly free from his cage from
time to time. Even a guinea pig, hamster, mouse, or other rodent pets enjoy being handled and allowed to
explore new territory. Larger pets such as cats, dogs and horses enjoy a change of scenery. Your Gemini pet
does not enjoy confinement. Therefore a lifestyle that enables roaming, long walks, trips to different
environments, learning new tricks and meeting new friends makes for a happy pet. Variety is the spice of life
for your Gemini pet. Donald is also likely to benefit from training classes, as long as they are fun and your
pet is allowed to progress through the lessons at a faster rate if he learns quickly. Boredom is likely to
produce a very badly behaved young Donald! If Donald is lethargic or misbehaving then you know that he is
either unwell or unhappy and in need of new tricks.
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HEALTH AND DIET
The Sun is in Gemini
The recipe for a healthy Gemini pet is easy  as wide a variety of food as is permissible for their breed and as
much exercise as possible. Unlike their Taurean counterparts these energetic pets love stimulus. A healthy
Gemini pet will be one that is encouraged to play, frolic and have fun. If Donald is bored then chaos is likely
to reign! Imagine the scenario of the bored Gemini dog who runs riot throughout the home tearing goods and
chattels apart. This is an example of what happens when your Gemini pet lacks stimulation. Plenty of water is
required but do not be concerned if your Gemini pet has a small appetite. This is simply a side effect of his
easily distracted nature. You can improvise with frequent small meals which may be more beneficial than one
or two large ones (depending on Donald s breeds requirements). Donald will also be healthier if he is provided
with company, a varied exercise routine and toys (perhaps even edible ones).
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TRAINING
Mercury is in Cancer
The planet Mercury is never very far from the Sun. Therefore if you know the day on which your pet was
born then it is likely that you also know the Zodiac Sign for the Messenger of the Gods. On reading this
section on training you will soon know whether or not you have the correct Zodiac Sign for the planet
Mercury by the traits depicted. If so you will pick up some handy hints on how your pet learns, and how to
communicate with your pet. In this case Donalds Mercury may be in the Sign of Cancer indicating that love
is the key ingredient to any training regime. If Donald senses aggression then he is likely to cower and learn
little. Discipline needs to be firm and kind. Most animals can sense the true nature of people, responding
innately to a person's inner intentions rather than outer facade, but your pet is more sensitive than most. He
needs you to trust his instincts and not override them. This is likely to be to your advantage In the long run,
even if it does provide some inconvenient moments in the short term. For instance let's say your Donald is a
dog and you are taking him for a walk. Suddenly Donald refuses to walk in a certain direction for no
discernible reason. Where practical you can change direction and trust your loving pet's instincts. You may
never know that you avoided a dangerous situation, or an unpleasant encounter. This is all part of your
Donald's training, although sometimes you may wonder who is training whom.
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OWNER
Venus is in Cancer
The planet Venus is never very far from the Sun in the Zodiac. Therefore if you know the day on which your
pet was born then it is likely that you also know the Zodiac Sign for the planet of relationships. On reading
this section on how your pet relates you will soon know whether or not you have the correct Zodiac Sign for
the planet Venus by the traits depicted. If so you will pick up some handy hints on what your pet needs from
you as an owner. In this case Donald has the planet Venus in the Zodiac Sign of Cancer indicating that he
needs an empathetic owner. Donald is likely to attach to any owner who feeds him and follows this up with a
little tender loving care. Donald needs warmth, comfort and peace from his owner. Therefore Donald is likely
to fare well with a soft-hearted Cancer, Pisces, Scorpio, Taurus or Libran owner.  He will shy away from
Virgos, Capricorns, and Aquarians unless these owners show their softer side. The active Geminis, Aries,
Leos and Sagittarians may be too much for the timid Cancer pet.
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TEMPERAMENT
Mars is in Leo
Temperament is described in the dictionary as the combination of mental, physical, and emotional traits;
natural predisposition. In an animal the temperament is the general attitude displayed toward people and other
animals. Experts say that it is a combination of inherited and acquired traits. These influence the animals
behaviour. They say that while much of an animals temperament is inherited it is also influenced by the
animals environment, including the actions of the owner. Therefore an understanding of your pets basic
nature can help you shape your animals behaviour. For instance you can help influence dominant tendencies
in your young pet so that he or she matures into a friendly, confident adult, rather than a bossy pet who
dominates other animals, or an animal that uses aggression to get his or her way with humans and other dogs.
Some trainers, breeders and animal shelters use temperament testing to determine whether or not an animal is
suited for certain roles such as a family pet, or a guide dog for the blind, or police dogs. This section of the
report is aimed at giving hints on your animals temperament and it is suggested that you consult an expert if
you would like further information.

Donald is a born show-off. Your pets temperament is outgoing, fun-loving and playful. You need to
encourage light-hearted activity and make sure that someone is around to pay attention to Donald as often as
possible. You may notice that Donald is quite naughty and inventive in ways of getting your attention if left
alone for too long. This is because your pets temperament has a touch of the dramatic. Donald needs
companionship. If you are not able to provide constant human companionship then you may consider another
pet, but you need to ensure that any animal friend is introduced early in Donalds life before he or she
becomes too accustomed to being the centre of attention.
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Conclusion
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